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Humanesque by James Racadio
Fighting,
Always smiting.
Never fully satisfied 
with what was naturally supplied.
Why is the blood now flowing? 
Our ignorance must be showing.
- . Killing,
- Senseless blood spilling.
Always trying to  g e t  o n  to p ,
never satisfied with what was first supplied
W h y  i s  t h e  b l o o d  
n o w  f l o w i n g ?
Our ignorance must be showing.
  
 Controlling, 
t aking one's life  
 without knowing 
the reason.
Why is the blood now flowing? 
Our ignorance must be showing.
Dividing.
Terror multiplying.
Death toll rising, 
for no reason.
Why is the blood now flowing? 
Our ignorance is showing.
